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Letter from the Abbot
Many readers will already know of the death of Fr. Richard Thell, O.S.B., a member of Mount Michael
Abbey for nearly fifty years. Though his health had not been good, his death on November 10 was still
unexpected. Fr. Richard professed monastic vows in 1969. He was ordained in 1974. He assumed
many roles in the monastery through the years, notably serving as prior of the abbey for ten years. He
began teaching in the fall of 1974 and remained on staff in the school every year subsequent until his
death. He left friends and outstanding work in his wake. It seems appropriate to recount a few random,
but vivid memories I have of a man who became a friend and trusted colleague.
My earliest memory of Fr. Richard was in chapel,
before St. John Seminary became Mount Michael
Benedictine. The high school students – I was a
freshman - occupied the main body of the chapel.
The collegians – Fr. Richard was a first-year
philosophy student - ringed the chapel on the
balcony floor. The collegians all wore cassocks
and peered down on us from above. For a
naif from a small town awed by the seminary
experience, all the collegians including Fr.
Richard made quite an impression.
Some twenty years later on the feast of St.
Michael, I was the celebrant for the Eucharist.
As St. Michael the Archangel is the patron of
the abbey and school, all the students joined us
for the celebration of the Eucharist. For reasons
which I can no longer remember, Fr. Richard
concelebrated the Eucharist from the balcony.
He was standing almost exactly where he used
to stand when he was a collegian. Still keeping a
watchful and protective eye on us all, just as he
had many years earlier.
I joined the monastery a few years after Fr.
Richard. In those first years of monastic life, we all
lived in close proximity as juniors – those monks
who had not yet made final vows. It happened
that Fr. Richard was a fan of Diana Ross and the
Supremes. Given the right circumstances, he
would give a rendition of the iconic moves made
famous by the Supremes, including lip syncing
to Stop, In the Name of Love. At Christmas time
when I was still in grade school, we listened to
Jingle Bells, Santa Claus is Coming to Town, and
Rudolf the Red-Nosed Reindeer. But at Christmas
time in the monastic recreation room, Fr. Richard
and his best friend Br. James would listen to
Bach’s Christmas Oratorio, or a piece from
Mendelssohn or Tchaikovsky. Not the Christmas
music to which I was accustomed. Over the years
I learned that Fr. Richard had a taste for both
beautiful music and for beautiful literature. His
homilies were often filled with references to the
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reading which he did along with his students.
Flannery O’Connor was always a favorite. He
relished introducing his students to the amazing
reach of English vocabulary. Words with which
they were unfamiliar became second nature.
I had the good fortune to share time with Fr.
Richard as a resident dean, living with the
boarding students. To be a dean means striking a
balance between being friendly with the students
for whom you care while also making sure their
behavior is appropriate. I was always struck
by how well Fr. Richard negotiated that tricky
tension. Fr. Richard never had to raise his voice to
command attention. A pause and a stare stopped
misbehavior in its track. Students who were not so
gifted in academics, or athletics, or any endeavor
which brought recognition and admiration found
in Fr. Richard a friend and confidant. I think
because of his own limitations, he could offer
sage advice and reassurance to those who needed
a pat on the back.
As a confrere in the monastery, Fr. Richard
always sought to support and understand. As
prior, he was second to the abbot in caring for all
the members of the community. A meaningful
task that he undertook for many years was to
play Santa Claus when the community celebrated
Christmas. Fr. Richard would make sure that
each member of the community received some
gift that would make them feel someone truly
cared about them. A most important undertaking
as we all have the need to feel that someone truly
cares about us and what happens to us.
As a community, we will miss Fr. Richard’s
wisdom, his perceptive wit and his gentle nature.
Those traits I think he inherited from his parents
William and Eva who would come to visit him
when he first joined the monastery. We hope and
pray that he soon takes a place along with them
and his sister Sheila among the saints in the
halls of heaven.

Announcements
MARRIAGES
Eric Crawford ’00 married Jami Blair on September 28th 2018. Fellow
knights in the wedding party included John Gathje (groomsman), William
Crawford ‘98 (groomsman), John Levy ‘99 (groomsman and officiant).

IN REMEMBRANCE
Margaret Mary Wieczorek, aunt of Matthew Gloeb ’82
and great aunt of Gavin Gloeb ‘21 and Garrett
Gloeb ‘18
Bonnie Janke, great-grandmother of Taylor Davis ‘19
John Patrick Nicholson, brother of Will Nicholson ’08
Sr. Mary Wolff, OP., sister of Abbot Theodore Wolff
Carmella Giordano, friend of Mount Michael
Carolyn O’Leary, great-grandmother of Jack
Pritchard ’07
Bill Hazell, grandfather of Lukas Ramsey ’10
Georgia Hughes, grandmother of Nicholas Snyder ’18
and Joshua Snyder ’20
Dr. David Grinbergs, friend of Mount Michael

Back Row (L to R)- Steve Dunning ‘06, Matt Holt ‘02, Chris Petersen ‘01, Matt Luettel ‘03, Brent
Suing ‘00, Joe Michaelsen ‘05, Colman Lynch ‘01, Josh Keller ‘00, Jamie Heiman ‘00 (transferred
after sophomore year), Jim Clements ‘95, Aaron Liss ‘00, Andrew Collins ‘01, John Roshone ‘99;
Middle Row (L to R)- Mike Danahay ‘96, Dan Feilmeier ‘01, Ty Knott ‘06, Marty Sampson ‘96, Dylan
Parlor ‘07, Zach Wigginton ‘02, Colten Venteicher ‘08, Bill Crawford ‘98, Dave Levy ‘02, David Jarvis
‘00, Mike Pecha ‘99; Front Row (L to R)- John Levy ‘99, Joe McTaggart ‘97, Adam Michaelsen
‘05, Tony Michaelsen ‘02, Tim McTaggart ‘99, Eric Crawford ‘00, Jono Matt ‘07, JT Cronin ‘13,
Jordan Dorsey ‘04; In attendance but not in picture- Michael Collins ‘12, Pat Vondra ‘96, Preston
Hendricks ‘14, Joe Wolpert ‘98, Fr. Stephen Plank ‘82, Abbot Michael Liebl ‘68

Jack Horgan ’07 married Melissa Malmberg on October 20th, 2018. Fellow
knights in the wedding party included Tom Horgan ’08, Joe Horgan ’17, and
Patrick Witt ’07.

Dr. Fred Hunker ’65
Eileen Johnson, grandmother of Alex Miklas ’16 and
Tyler Miklas ’14
Bernard Hallett, friend of Mount Michael
Rita Curran, friend of Mount Michael
Edmund Russell, friend of Mount Michael
John Healey, father of John Healey II ’89 and James
Healey ’91
Betty Clavin, friend of Mount Michael
Loy Schneider, grandfather of Brian Schneider ’17
Fr. Richard Thell, O.S.B.

John Marinkovich ’09 married
Taylor Jacobs on September
22nd, 2018. Fellow knights in
the wedding party included
Tristan Welie ’09.
Tristan Welie ’09, John Marinkovich
’09, and Steven Anderson ‘09”

Rose Brady, grandmother of Jack Brady ‘10
Susan Palensky, grandmother of Zach Wigginton ’02
Lorraine Hyda, friend of Mount Michael
Mary Antony, mother of Joe Pesek ’66
Sr. Viola Miksch O.S.M., sister of Fr. Joseph
Miksch ‘58
Richard Mrsny, former student at Mount Michael
Fr. Emmett Meyer, friend of Mount Michael

Benet Kinghorn ’13 married Emma Haas on October 20th, 2018. Fellow
knights in the wedding party included Randy Speer ’13, Grant Ramm ’13,
Hotovy ‘13 and Andrew Karstrom ‘13.

Rosemary Mummey, grandmother of Corey
Nelson ‘12

SAVE THE DATE

BIRTHS

JANUARY 25TH, 2019
Basketball 5th Quarter

Phil Ervin ’07 and his wife Sarah welcomed their son Thaddeus Jude
Ervin on September 7th, 2018.
Colten Venteicher ’08 and his wife Tabitha welcomed their second child
John Crosby Venteicher on October 11th, 2018.
Nick Cairney ’12 and his wife Emily welcomed their son Richard John
Cairney on November 13th, 2018.
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FEBRUARY 23RD, 2019
Creighton Basketball Game Happy Hour
MARCH 30TH, 2019
Night of Knights
JUNE 7TH, 2019
The David “DJ” Sokol ’99 Mount Michael
Benedictine Golf Classic
JUNE 8TH, 2019
Alumni Reunion

important. We want our young men to be reliant on WHAT
they have learned and how to APPLY it. We want them to think
for themselves. I firmly believe our temperance in the use of
technology enables our young men to score higher and higher
on standardized test instruments like the ACT or SAT. We use
technology as a tool, not as an end. I am always proud of how
our young men do on comparative tests and exams given
throughout the United States. When we look at these scores,
like the results of AP (Advanced Placement) exams, the ACT
test and the SAT test, it is a true comparison of our young men
to their peers. I truly believe it is through our moderate and
appropriate use of technology that impacts these scores.

Head of
School
Dear Friends and Supporters of Mount Michael Benedictine,
I hope that you are having a wonderful Christmas and holiday
season. As I write this, things are going very well for our
students, faculty, and staff. During the first semester of the
2018-19 school year we started classes in the David “DJ”
Sokol Learning For Life Building. The students have done a
tremendous job of adjusting to the building, our schedules and
our expectations in attending classes in two buildings.

These tests are just one aspect of student life here at Mount
Michael. In the development of our young men, as important
as these tests are, our greatest impact is on the development
of the WHOLE person. It is important for them to be involved in
their school and campus life. It is important for them to have
a strong faith life. We are a Catholic school that embraces
our faith. The daily presence of the monks, theology classes,
opportunities to attend Mass, receive reconciliation and
other rituals of the faith are foundational. Also, our students
are involved in many different extracurricular activities and
athletics. All of these are life-building activities. We offer much
here, and our young men embrace these experiences.

Five years ago, we went through a strategic planning process
here at Mount Michael. Surveys were sent out to families,
students, staff and alumni. The two areas the surveys
indicated we should focus on were “facilities” and the “use
and integration of technology.” In the past five years we feel
the two areas of greatest growth would be in these areas. With
the opening of the new building, the changes in the original St.
Benedict building, and the increase in access to technology, we
have overcome these perceived weaknesses.

Our heritage, our past, is rooted in our Benedictine values
and the Rule of St. Benedict. The education the monks gave
provided over the years, relies on moderation. We know that
over- use of anything violates this Benedictine value. We
take our five Benedictine values seriously here. Community,
hospitality, integrity, moderation and service are not just
words. The goal is for our students to think and apply higherorder thinking skills as they live their life. We want them to
be able to process and learn their entire lives to be lifelong
learners. This is also true with their faith lives. We want them
to have higher faith experiences that will impact them now and
throughout their whole life.

Technology is a wonderful tool, and our dependence on it is
greater than ever. In preparing our campus for the new building,
we had Cox Cable run a hardline on to our campus, we had
OPPD update and increase the electricity that serviced the
campus, and we added new active boards to each classroom.
Each teacher now has their own computer/tablet and just
recently we acquired another portable laptop lab for student
use. We have been through a very lengthy planning process,
a number of budgeted expenses, and a series of phenomenal
donations that have made this growth in technology possible.
With the advent of these new technological advances on
campus we walk a fine line of over-reliance. In education we
must be very careful. We are educating our young men to
be thoughtful, to question, to rely on informed opinion, to be
problem solvers and to be independent. It is easy to fall into
the trap of distraction and interference that technology and its
use can cause. Having these wonderful devices is one thing but
making them be essential is hazardous. We are not a one-to-one
school. The students can bring a laptop, tablet, or phone and we
will put it on our network, but we do not provide these devices.
This is intentional because it enables us to control the access.

I want to thank you all for your continued support and prayers.
It is your support of our wonderful monastic community,
teachers and staff that make Mount Michael such a
phenomenal school. It is a joint effort of so many people that
make every day possible. We are blessed to work here every
day. Merry Christmas and the Happiest of New Years.
God bless and take care,

Think of it this way: the use of a calculator is great, but the
ability to work out a math problem in long hand is still very

David J. Peters. Ed.D.
Head of School
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’TIS THE SEASON TO BE GIVING

CASH CONTRIBUTIONS These are limited to 60%
of your adjusted gross income.

Chances are if you are reading this article, Mount Michael is a special

GIFTS OF STOCK OR OTHER APPRECIATED
PROPERTY Subject to certain limits, these
are deductible at their fair market value, and
you avoid paying capital gains tax on the
appreciation.

place for you. It is through the generosity of friends of Mount Michael
that the School and Abbey continue to thrive and be successful and
carry out the mission of Saint Benedict. We have many opportunities
to give to Mount Michael in ways which are meaningful for both
Mount Michael and for us. The purpose of this article is to highlight
for you ways and reasons for you to give to Mount Michael.
Under the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act which was signed into law in
December of 2017, there were a number of restrictions placed on your
ability to itemize deductions. The standard deduction for married
taxpayers filing jointly is now $24,000.00, $18,000.00 for heads of
household, and $12,000.00 for single taxpayers and married taxpayers
filing separately. Taxpayers are limited to claim a maximum itemized
deduction of $10,000.00 for state taxes. This tax law essentially
makes state taxes, mortgage interest and charitable contributions as
the major itemized deductions remaining for taxpayers. For those of
us who will continue to itemize deductions for income tax purposes,
charitable gifts such as gifts to Mount Michael will likely be the largest
portion of our itemized deductions. Here are some ways that you can
make gifts to Mount Michael in this season of giving and throughout
the year:
You are encouraged to consult with your tax advisor when planning
charitable gifts to Mount Michael. If you are interested in making any
kind of charitable gift to Mount Michael, please contact Francesca
Donovan, the Director of Advancement for the School and Abbey, at
402-253-0964, or by e-mail at fdonovan@mountmichael.org. Please
keep Mount Michael in mind in your charitable giving and in your
prayers. Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to you and your
families!
By David P. Wilson ‘78
David P. Wilson is a member of the Mount Michael Class of 1978 and is a tax
and estate planning attorney at the Omaha law firm of Walentine O’Toole, LLP.

DEFERRED CHARITABLE GIVING You may
establish a charitable remainder trust into which
you will contribute appreciated property. You
will receive a fair market value deduction in the
year of contribution. You will receive an annual
unitrust or annuity distribution for the remainder
of your life. Upon your passing, the remaining
assets will be distributed to Mount Michael.
CHARITABLE GIVING THROUGH LIFE INSURANCE
You may purchase insurance on your life, and
name Mount Michael as the beneficiary. Premium
payments will be income tax deductible.
CHARITABLE IRA DISTRIBUTIONS If you are
70½ or older, up to $100,000.00 of taxable
distributions from an IRA can be excluded from
your income if certain requirements are met
and if the distribution is made directly to Mount
Michael.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO MOUNT MICHAEL IN YOUR
ESTATE PLANNING There are numerous ways
that you can give to Mount Michael as a part of
your estate plan. Those gifts typically will not
result in an immediate income tax deduction to
you, but if structured property, such gifts can
result in income, inheritance and estate tax
savings to your family upon your passing. These
kinds of gifts include charitable bequests and
distributions from your Will or Trust, and other
more sophisticated charitable giving techniques.
This information should not be construed as investment, tax
or legal advice. Before making your charitable gift, please
consult with your financial, legal and other advisor.
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FIRST QUARTER

2018-2019
Mount Michael Benedictine School Deans List
SENIORS
FIRST HONORS
Temiloluwa Adeyemo
Nick Akers
Laken Beller
Jacob Benes
Matthew Brichacek
Stefano Brunelli
Yichen Cao
Andrew Carleton

Donovan Clements
Jarrett Cline
Patrick Collins
Jared Cremers
Alex Crnkovich
James Crotty
Daniel Davies
Taylor Davis
Erik Degener

Sebastian deMayo
Trevin Detwiler
Matthew Draper
Sam Eberle
Patrick Fayad
Shinataro Fujita
Joe Hitzemann
Garrett Hustedt
JP Jensen

Cole Kalkowski
Robert Khorram
Levi Kicken
Carson Leahy
Devin Luque
Colin Mallisee
Quinton Mohr
Quan Nguyen
Sam Peters

Jacob Rapoza
Gerald Righter
Andrew Shellberg
Harry Yin
Matt Zarybnicky
Nolan Zeger
Bokai Zhang

SECOND HONORS
Sebastian Cardenas
Skyler Davis
Seth Kuhn
Aidan Pace
Andrew Wilson

Callan Farrell
Ben Gao
Jacob Gathje
Ben Goetz
Jack Gottschalk
Logan Hock
Will Janecek
Joseph Johansen
Andree Kakish
Sanggyeom Kim
Kolton Koubsky

Jacob Kubasik
Jack Larsen
Joe Lytle
Mason Matukewicz
Ethan Meduna
Alex Payne
Tharein Potuhera
Ben Quinlan
Jackson Ramold
Peyton Rosenfels
Alex Schrier

Evan Schroder
John Schroll
Trenton Sedlacek
Joshua Snyder
Kaleb Stavneak
Keaton Stec
Henry Storbeck
Sean Stumpff
James Swiniarski
Drew Thornton
Tony Traggiai

Brayden Whitaker

Cole McNally
Ian Miller
Connor Murphy
Vu Hoang Phan
Charlie Plozay
Clifford Roepke
Santiago Santa-Maria
Sam Wooten
Chun Man Yeung

Samuel Corey
Elijah Crnkovich
Nick Davis
Cameron Detwiler
Qixuan Ding
Phoenix Fletcher
Isaac Gart
Matthew Geary
Gavin Gloeb
Henry Gnann

Samuel Gustafson
Luke Gutschewski
Henry Hohman
Parker Hottovy
Ben Keller
James Kraft
Huy Tuan Le
Airan Lopez
Jack Lorensen
Brennan McMahon

Quinn McMahon
Louis Mixan
Michael Oehler
Kyle Pelan
Zachary Rapoza
Jack Sorensen
Dane Storch
William Stringer
Daniel Thomas
Ben Tucker

Caleb Vincentini
Liam West
Logan Whitcomb
Griffydd Wyse
		
SECOND HONORS
Ryan Brown
Joseph Bruggeman
Phong Le
Peter McAndrews

Ryan McMahon
Jason Nyamatore
Grant Schneider
Harrison Tarr
John Tuttle
Cole Wilber

Tucker Cudmore
David Drews
Colin Eich
Brendan Farrell
Marc Fayad
Landen Fogle
Grant Foster
Aiden Frazier
Jagger Hastings

Matthew Janecek
Eric Kaps
Hyun Sung Kim
Andrew Lee
Sam Lund
Michael Mullin
Ethan Pentel
Thomas Recker
Ben Rempe

Callan Schroder
Mark Schroll
Akilan Sivakumar
Connor Size
Sawyer Thompson
Wyatt Torczon
Maxwell Vossen
Wyatt Walters
Bangjian Zeng

SECOND HONORS
Raoul Djidjoho
Peter Gates
Ben Gathje
Jose Gaytan
Jon Giitter
Keegan Gress
Dillon Haliburton
Andrew Hartin

Charles Janecek
Xavier Johansen
Bradan Leahy
Colin Robb
Christopher Wolf
Luke Wooten
Joon Ho Yoon
Turner Zetterman

JUNIORS
FIRST HONORS
John Ackerman
Joe Bazata
Calvin Benson
Max Berens
Seth Carpenter
Zhuyi Chen
Minjun Choi
Joshua Davies
Ben deMayo
Yijie Fan

SECOND HONORS
Nick Buresh
Addison CousinHardrick
Maximo Gaytan
Greg Gonzalez
Max Kaster
Michael Kremer
Lucas Lynes

SOPHOMORES
FIRST HONORS
Lincoln Badley
Bradley Bennett
Grant Bergevin
Kaleb Brink
Dylan Brown
Will Byrnes
Joseph Chouinard
Colin Christo
Matthew Collins

FRESHMEN
FIRST HONORS
Matthew Allen
Christopher Angel
Jacob Becker
Jurgen Beller
Caleb Brester
Luke Broderick
Nathan Buresh
Carter Cline

First Honors: Minimum GPA of 3.5 • Satisfactory Conduct | Second Honors: Minimum GPA 3.0 • Satisfactory Conduct
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Admissions
Greetings Mount Michael Community.
Winston Churchill once said, “Christmas
is a season not only of rejoicing, but of
reflection.” Yes, we must certainly rejoice
at the numerous blessings bestowed upon
the Mount Michael community. The health and wellness of the
student body, the academic successes earned by the students, and
the athletic achievements gained on the field, court, or mats are all
things of which to be proud. However, reflecting on the work and
effort put forth to obtain these blessings is vital to ensure that we
don’t get ahead of ourselves. Furthermore, reflection guides us to
recognize and accept the reasons for such achievements.
One of the best aspects about a Mount Michael experience is the
discipline that is ingrained into our students through the structure
and curriculum. If you were to ask any boarding student, the
90-minute study hall at night is not perceived as a chore but is
instead embraced as a needed time for personal intellectual gain.
This discipline can currently be seen by the achievements of our
senior class. The Class of 2019 has achieved an average ACT score
of 30.0, the highest in Mount Michael history. This was only made
possible by the discipline and work put forth in their freshman,
sophomore, and junior years at Mount Michael. When this is
combined with a regulatory sleep schedule, a nutritious diet, and a
maintained fitness routine, that small sign above the door leading to
the freshman dorm truly comes to life- “Mens Sana in Corpore Sano,”
a healthy mind in a healthy body.
Our football team made the state playoffs for the first time in 15
years this year. Furthermore, our basketball team had a preseason
ranking of #6 in Class B. This shining view of Mount Michael
athletics is certainly something to rejoice over, but it is only justified
by reflecting on the work ethic our athletes displayed this summer.
Every weekday morning in June, July, and early August you would be
able to find roughly one-third of the student body in the weight room
at 7am. Guiding these athletes were coaches equally committed to
the strive for personal and team gain. These early mornings built the
foundation for the successes our teams have had this year.
As for admissions, I reflect on the guidance put forth to me by
past admissions directors. I see the success of our open house in
November, 119 students and their families in attendance, but can’t
forget the extensive efforts displayed by our students, parents, and
faculty at parish recruitment visits, neighborhood information nights,
personal phone calls, hand-written letters, and tours. I appreciate
everyone’s help immensely, and truly could not have gotten through
the fall recruitment season without the help of so many individuals.
I know we are only half-way through the year, but I am confident that
the hard work and effort will be vindicated by the Class of 2023!
Proud to be a Knight,
Tom Maliszewski ’13
Director of Admissions
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MARCH 30TH, 2019

THE STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND
& AEROSPACE MUSEUM

Save the date and join us for
Mount Michael’s 30th Annual
Night of Knights!
All proceeds from Night of Knights –
100% – are dedicated to the school’s
operating budget; it’s our most
important fundraising event of the year.
Help us make the 2019 Night of Knights
a HOLE-IN-ONE event!

TECHNOLOGY
Dr. Thomas Rzemyk, Director of Technology
& Cyber Security Instructor at Mount Michael
recently wrote a grant to the Archdiocese of
Omaha for technology hardware upgrades.
It is with gratitude that we acknowledge the
generosity of the Archdiocese Ignite the Faith
Excellence Grant. Our institution was recently
awarded 25% funding ($3,250.00) for a new
mobile cart with tablets for blended learning
at Mount Michael Benedictine School. This
generous gift will allow the faculty at Mount
Michael to provide a class of (25) students
access to technology, software applications for
multiple disciplines, and a new blended learning
experience through effective and efficient
technology integration. It is our intent to make
this mobile cart available to all departments in
the David “DJ” Sokol Learning for Life Building
through a secure check-out process administered
by the Mount Michael Benedictine School Library.

Student News
The journalism team took home the Cornhusker Award for the
2018 yearbook, the Seeker, at the Nebraska High School Press
Association fall conference on October 15th.

This is the first time the team has won this award. The teams other publications
were also recognized. The Freelance (mmfreelance.org) the online arm of student
publications received a Superior and the print edition, the Mount, received an
award of distinction. While it was great to be recognized the team also learned
a lot from the sessions they attended, including the keynote speaker, Boyd
Huppert, news reporter, KARE 11, Minneapolis-St. Paul who produced “Emmett
& Erling: Lessons from Viral Video Phenomenon” and who has been a reporter in
the Twin Cities for over 20 years.

Three Knights have posted
36 ACT scores this year.
Seniors Patrick Collins
and JP Jensen and junior
Brayden Whitaker.

Patrick Collins ‘19 is the
son of Charles ‘85 and Kara
Collins of Omaha. Patrick
attended Saint Margaret
Mary School.

Journalism students also attended the NSPA/JEA fall convention Nov 1-4 along
with 6,000 other high school students in Chicago Illinois. As a part of this event
they participated in a write-off competition.
2,033 students participated, one of the largest in convention history, and 811
received recognition. The highest distinction is superior which was awarded to
around 90 students.
Our student journalists took
home three of those awards:

The following students
were also awarded:

Jacob Gathje ‘20
Superior-Sports Writing

Alex Schrier ‘20
Honorable Mention-News Editing

Cole Kalkowski ‘19
Superior-Newspaper Design

Kolton Koubsky ‘20
Honorable Mention-Feature Writing

Bo Kai (Kevin) Zhang ‘19
Superior-Editorial Cartooning

John Paul Jensen ‘19 is the
son of Thomas and Gerianne
Jensen of Omaha. JP
attended Saint Margaret
Mary School.

SIGNING DAY
In a ceremony held at Mount Michael,
senior Patrick Collins signed his
letter of intent to play baseball at
Creighton University. He was offered
a scholarship his sophomore year.
Patrick is the son of Charles ’85 and
Kara Collins. Before coming to Mount
Michael he attended Saint Margaret
Mary School in Omaha. Patrick has
Front: Charlie Collins ‘85, Patrick Collins ‘19, and Kara
deep roots as a Knight. Besides his
Collins; back: Coach Michael Hagge.
father, his uncles Mike Collins ’96 and
Andrew Collins ’01 are Mount Michael graduates along with his brothers Michael
’12 and Jonathan ’15. His brother Matthew ’21 is a sophomore and his brother
Daniel ’24 will join the Mount Michael brotherhood in a couple of years.
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Brayden Whitaker ‘20 is
the son of Jim and Shelly
Whitaker of Omaha. Brayden
attended Saint Patrick School
in Elkhorn.

STUDENT COUNCIL
Student Council representatives are responsible for working
with school officials in coordinating events and providing
input into school policies.
Membership on the student council is not only an honor, it
provides students with opportunities to develop leadership
and collaboration skills.
Membership consists of two officers from each class, one
international student and one day student representative,
along with a student body president. Elections are held at
the beginning of each school year.
The student council uses funds raised through dance
admissions to support various student activities.

UNL MATH DAY RESULTS
The Mount Michael Knights had an award-winning day at the
annual UNL Math Day. On the PROBE I (Problems Requiring
Original and Brilliant Effort), Mount Michael took first place
in their division and second place out of all 99 schools
participating. This also marks the 10th time the Knights
placed first in their division in the last 15 years and they placed
second the other five years. The Knights had five individuals
place in the top 40 out of approximately 1,350 participants.

Back Row: Joe Bazata ‘20, Eli Crnkovich ‘21, Dane Storch ‘21, Bokai (Kevin) Zhang
‘19, Levi Kicken ‘19, Andrew Wilson ‘19. Front Row: Chris Angel ‘22, Alex Schrier
‘20, Ben Gathje ‘22, Jacob Gathje ‘20, Daniel Davies ‘19.

Student Body President
Andrew Wilson

So. Class Vice-President
Dane Storch

Sr. Class President
Daniel Davies

Fr. Class President
Chris Angel

Sr. Class Vice-President
Levi Kicken

Fr. Class Vice-President
Ben Gathje

Jr. Class President
Joe Bazata

Day Student Representative
Jacob Gathje

Jr. Class Vice-President
Alex Schrier

7 Day Boarder Representative
Bokai (Kevin) Zhang

• Quan Nguyen ‘19 placed 3rd

• Jae Shin ‘19 placed 20th

• Michael Mullin ‘22 placed 14th • Shaopeng Cheng ‘19 placed 27th
• Bokai Zhang ‘19 placed 15th
In the quiz bowl competition, the Knights were 2nd in their
division, led by seniors Quan Nguyen, Bokai Zhang, Patrick
Collins, and JP Jensen.

So. Class President
Eli Crnkovich

This year seven Knights were
mandated as EMHE or lectors in
a ceremony held at Saint Cecilia
Cathedral in Omaha.
Standing: Cole Kalkowski ‘19, Evan Schroeder ‘20, Riley
Goddard ‘19; Seated: Trevin Detwiler ‘19, Patrick Collins ‘19,
Jacob Benes ‘19, JP Jensen ‘19.
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On October 24th, some members of the sophomore class
were at the Anti-Defamation League headquarters to promote
empowerment in our world workshop.

Garrett Hustedt ’19 led the Nebraska team with
10 tackles in The River Battle Bowl, an annual
high school football all-star game pitting
teams from Nebraska and Iowa. It was held
November 24th at Gale Wickersham Stadium in
Council Bluffs. The Nebraska team won 35-20.

Dane Storch ’21, Jack Sorensen ’21, Cameron Detwiler ’21, Huy Le ’21, Sam
Gustafson ’21, Kyle Pelan ’21, Airan Lopez ’21, Eli Crnkovick ’21, Peter McAndrews
’21, and Christian Fletcher ’21.

ATHLETICS

TENNIS
The Mount Michael tennis team swept the River Cities Conference, winning Gold
in all 4 divisions and a perfect team score. Then finished 5th at state!
FOOTBALL
The 10th-ranked Knights finished with a 6-3 regular season record and qualified
for the state playoffs for the first time in 15 years! Sid deMayo ‘19 broke his own
school record for passing yards in a game (331). Matt Zarybnicky ‘19 broke a
school record for receptions in a game (10).

Pictured are seniors: Back: Trevin Detwiler ‘19, Matt Brichacek ‘19, Cole Dorfmeyer ‘19, Sid
deMayo ‘19, Matt Zarybnicky ‘19, Aidan Pace ‘19. Front: Taylor Davis ‘19, Robert Khorram ‘19,
Garrett Hustedt ‘19.

CROSS COUNTRY
The cross country team finished 3rd at districts and placed 10th at state.
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STUDENT LIFE

Logan Hock ‘20 hangs out in
the dorms while listening to
Ben deMayo ‘20 playing the
guitar. With fall sports ending,
students have much more time
to relax.

Freshmen Adjust to Dorm Life
written for The Freelance by Kolton Koubsky ‘20

Photo by Sam Wooten ‘19

Freshman year at Mount Michael can be a time characterized
by initial chaos. A time when scared, and sometimes helpless,
middle school students mature. The freshmen learn to do
things for themselves and to balance a tough academic and
athletic workload.

During his first two weeks, Angel placed 13th in the cross
country time trial and is running for freshman class president.
He also made it clear that the adjustment to dorm life hasn’t
bothered him a bit. “Really the only big difference from home
is that I have to go to bed earlier,” he said.

Thrown into a group of strangers, the class must tolerate
each other and eventually love one another as brothers. The
class of 2022 has only been at the Mount for a short time, yet
the marks of knights have begun to show.

José Gaytan ‘22 agrees that adjusting to dorm life isn’t all that
hard. “I actually really like sleeping in the bunks. It’s different
and kind of fun. It’s just a little bit harder to sleep than at home
with all the little noises,” Gaytan said. For Gaytan and Angel, the
bonds of Mount Michael brotherhood have already started to
form. Gaytan even stated that’s why he enrolled. “I heard about
the close bonds between students from my brother (Maximo
Gaytan ‘20), and I really wanted that for myself,” he said.

“I really haven’t been here long yet,” Chris Angel ‘22 said, “but
every new day is fun and kind of an adventure. I’ve gotten
to hang out with friends 24/7 while also meeting some cool
teachers and running cross country.”

Photo By Joe Mixan

BASKETBALL

(Left side) Kneeling closest to the cross Going right to Left: Airan Lopez, Daniel Mondi, Eli Crnkovich, Lucas Lynes | Standing left to right: Drew Carleton,
Aaron Karnish, Phong Le, Eric Degener, Cole Cordes, Will Stringer, Greg Gonzalez, Joe Hitzemann, Brad Bennett, Cliff Roepke, Henry Storbeck, Kyle Pelan,
Kaleb Brink, Parker Hottovy, Joe Chouinard, Joe Bruggeman, Dylan Brown, Louis Mixan, Kuon Kuon, Ethan Meduna, Jack Lorensen, Henry Hohman, Luke
Gutschewski, Brennen McMahon, Quinn McMahon, Carson Leahy. | Right side Right to Left: Drew Thornton, Cole Wilber, Daniel Thomas, Harrison Tarr

WRESTLING

SWIMMING

Front Row L to R: Chris Angel, Lincoln Badley, Patrick Fayad, Aidan Pace, Jarrett Cline,
Andree Kakish, Cole McNally, Carter Cline, David Drews Second Row: Andras Cserna, Michael
Oehler, Cameron Detwiler, Jacob Rapoza, Sam Wooten, Addison Cousin-Hardrick, Jae Shin,
Ben Quinlan, Thomas Ramaekers, Casey Bilau, Marc Fayad Back Row: Connor Murphy,
Jack Giitter, Henry Gnann, Kolton Koubsky, Robert Khorram, Ian Miller, Trevin Detwiler, Sam
Gustafson, Luke Wooten, Sebastion Cardenas. Not Shown: Andrew Strunc, and Joon Yoon.

Front row (L to R): Michael Mullin, Tucker Cudmore,
Joseph Johansen, Callan Farrell, Landen Fogle,
Brendan Farrell Second row (L to R): Caleb Brester,
Max Swiniarski, Joey Chen, Xavier Johansen, Christian
Fletcher Back row (L to R): Levi Kicken, Jackson Heller,
Daniel Davies, Skyler Davis
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MONASTIC PRACTICES – OBLATES
BY FR. JOHN HAGEMANN O.S.B.

to live a monastic life to best of their ability, without actually
becoming a monk.

When I was still a seminarian here at St.
John Seminary (before the school was
renamed Mount Michael), one fall day,
I was watching several monks outside
my window caring for the flower bed on
the south side of the building. A delivery
truck had just come in, and the driver
misjudged how close he was to the curb
surrounding the flower bed. He drove directly over the hoe
handle that was left there. The handle snapped, was thrown
into the air and landed in several pieces. Upon seeing this the
older monk began laughing and warned the younger monk
that he would have to hold the broken hoe handle up in the
chapter meeting of faults and take ownership of his mistake.

Presently, Mount Michael has reopened a chapter for Mount
Michael students to become oblates and learn more about
monastic life and even to put some monastic customs into
practice. One of those practices would be doing lectio divina.
Several times a month this is offered to our students. They
are also invited to pray with the monks and share a meal with
them several times a month as well.
In actuality, one of the fastest growing groups in Benedictine
circles right now is the Oblate group. This is true for Mount
Michael as well. Recently, some of our own Mount Michael
parents have taken an interest in the oblate program. Anyone
can become an oblate. One does not even need to be a
Catholic to become an oblate. Over the years among our own
oblates, there have been ministers of other faiths that have
joined us. They are attracted to Benedictine spirituality and
way of prayer. It is a way for them to participate in monastic
life as they are in their state of life.

At that time of my life, I had no idea that there was something
in monastic customs that was called chapter of faults. It is
the practice where the monks all gather and each one is given
a chance to be honest about some fault or mistake that he
had made and asks forgiveness from the whole community.
Of course, placing a hoe handle in the wrong place where it
could be broken is not a major fault, but the point of admitting
a personal fault that could cause problems for the whole
community is a great way to work on bettering one’s life and
making things better for community life.

The Mount Michael monastic community would like to extend
an invitation to anyone who might be interested in knowing
more about monastic life and living it in one’s current state of
life. We would particularly like to extend an invitation to alumni,
parents of alumni and parents of present students. In many ways
we already name you as our extended family, but becoming an
oblate would make you even closer to us in many ways.

I must admit that I was intrigued by this monastic custom and
I became curious what about other monastic customs. I guess
that I was generally curious about how monks lived their lives.
One way of satisfying that curiosity in those days of living
here at Mount Michael was to become an oblate. There was
a group of students who really did want to know more about
monastic life and even wanted to follow the prayer life of the
monks. We were given a copy of The Rule of Benedict and his
miracles and we became more knowledgeable about monastic
life, especially how it was lived at Mount Michael Abbey. At
the end of the training period, the oblates publicly promised

Br. Jerome Kmiecik O.S.B. is currently our Oblate Director
and we have just begun working with those who want to be
oblates this year. It is not too late to join this group. There is
also information on the abbey website. You may want to begin
there. You could also check out Benedictine Oblates on the
internet.
One great site is oblatespring.com. We look forward to more of
you joining us in the Benedictine way of life.
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A lumni News

Fr. Stephen Plank, O.S.B. ‘81, Mount Michael’s French and AP Psychology teacher,
was recently recognized as the Archdiocese’s metro-area secondary teacher of the
year at the Archbishop’s Dinner for Education.

Saturday, October
20th, 2018 Pat ’82 and
Karey Meysenburg
hosted local alums at
their house for a social
gathering.

Harrison Hohman ‘15
was named an Escort
for the 2018 Aksarben
Ball

Dr. Curtis McKnight
’01, In his rigorous
schedule as Assistant
Professor, Department
of Psychiatry and
Attending Psychiatrist,
St. Joseph’s Hospital
and Medical Center,
Dr. McKnight successfully passed his
boards for Brain Injury Medicine.

From left to right: Abbot
Michael, Phil Mullen ’97, Pat
Meysenburg ’82, Rob Stark ’83,
Don Richardson ’77, Dr. Peters

Tuesday, December 11th, 2018
Jami and Eric Crawford ’00 hosted
local alumni at their house for a
social gathering before attending
a Mount Michael basketball game
at Norris High School.

Kyle Herrig ’00 and Eric Crawford ‘00

Eric Crawford ’00 placed 221st overall in
the NYC Marathon out of almost 53,000
runners with a time of 2:42:12. He was
the 198th overall male, the 87th American
male and the top Nebraskan finisher.

Ed Lankas ’88, Mark Loeffelholz ’13, Paul
Higgins ’88, Sean Murphy ’10, JT Cronin
’13, John VonDollen ’12, Cade Johnson ’17,
Jonathan Bucyana ’12, Joe Ernst ’12, Matthew
Dugick ’16, Eric Crawford ’00.

Creighton University President and
Mount Michael Alumnus Rev. Daniel
Hendrickson, SJ, PhD, ‘89, hosted
our alumni who are current Creighton
students for pizza and fellowship on
Tuesday, October 23rd.
Jacob Idra ‘18, Ian Kirwan ’16, Paul McCaslin ’18, Colin
Lakeman ’18, Jimmy Severa ’18, Nick Lorensen ’18,
Garrett Gloeb ’18, Michael Fischer ’16, Nolan Reynolds
’18, Ashton Legenza ’15, Michael Allen ’18, Stefano
Tarantolo ’15, Luke Mixan ’17, Keyton Pappas ’18,
Daniel Jewell ’17, Ben Murray ‘17; front: Jean Maria
Djidjoho ’17.
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Fr. Richard Thell, O.S.B.
Fr. Richard Thell, O.S.B. died unexpectedly at the age
of 72 on Saturday morning, November 10. He had
just entered a care facility following a brief hospital
stay. Fr. Richard’s health had challenged him over
the past couple months.
Fr. Richard was a proud south Omaha native. He was born on September 28,
1946, the son of the late William and Eva Thell. Fr. Richard was given his father’s
name at baptism. His tales of growing up on the family farm with his sisters,
Sheila and Pamela, were cherished memories. He attended Holy Ghost Grade
School and Archbishop Ryan High School. Following high school graduation, Fr.
Richard matriculated at Conception Seminary College.
Fr. Richard’s discernment brought him back to Mount Michael Benedictine
Abbey. He made his monastic profession on July 27, 1969. Following theology
studies at Saint John’s University in Collegeville, Minnesota, Fr. Richard was
ordained by Archbishop Sheehan on May 4, 1974.
The length and breadth of monastic and school assignments reflect his
heartfelt concern for people. Within the monastic community Fr. Richard
recently completed ten years of service as Prior – the monastic superior
second in command. Previously Fr. Richard helped oversee the formation of
those in first vows as Director of Junior Monks, provided for the needs of the
community as Vestiarius, greeted and received guests as Abbey Guest Master,
and covered a number of pastoral assignments to churches in Nebraska, South
Dakota, and Iowa.
Students at Mount Michael Benedictine
School fondly remember their speech
It was his desire to have
teacher, their theology instructor, and
his students become more
their English teacher. Fr. Richard had a
erudite and to ruminate
particular fondness for English literature
and for improving a student’s vocabulary.
more reflectively! His humor
It was his desire to have his students
and sharp tongue kept his
become more erudite and to ruminate
classroom disciplined.
more reflectively! His humor and sharp
tongue kept his classroom disciplined.
Fr. Richard was also residential dean to
a great number of boarding students over the years. His care, kindness and
encouraging words continued long after graduation.
Fr. Richard will be missed by his monastic community. He is survived by
his sister Pamela (Ernest) Jackson, his two nephews Daniel (Kim) Bouska,
their daughter Kaitlyn Rose, and Andrew (Emily) Bouska, and the monastic
community of Mount Michael Benedictine Abbey. Fr. Richard was preceded
in death by his parents William and Eva Thell and his sister Sheila Thell. Vigil
services for Fr. Richard were held Tuesday evening, November 13 at 7:00 p.m.
in the Archbishop Bergan gymnasium on the Mount Michael campus. A Funeral
Mass was held in the Archbishop Bergan gymnasium on the Mount Michael
campus Wednesday, November 14 at 10:30 a.m.
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Mass Information
If you find that your pastor is unable
to conveniently take care of Masses
you wish to have celebrated for your
particular intentions, Mount Michael
Abbey welcomes the requests for such
intentions. We will see to it that the
Masses are celebrated as promptly as
possible.
The offering you make should
correspond with that suggested by
the diocese in which you reside. Your
pastor will be able to inform you
of what the stipend of a particular
diocese may be.
Mass Intentions: $10.00
Please address such requests to:
Mass Intentions
Development Office
Mount Michael Benedictine Abbey
22520 Mount Michael Road
Elkhorn, NE 68022

Memorial & Tribute
Information
Often, inquiries are made about our
memorials and tributes for relatives
and friends, living or deceased. At
Mount Michael one can enroll families
or friends in our memorial and tribute
foundation. This consists of daily
remembrance at the Eucharist and the
Divine Office by the monks of Mount
Michael Abbey. Upon enrollment, we
will notify the family with a card.
The suggested offering for this memorial
enrollment is:
INDIVIDUAL
One Year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $50
Five Years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100
Lifetime  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $250
FAMILY
One Year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100
Five Years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $200
Lifetime  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $500

In Memoriam & Honor
August 29, 2018 – November 26, 2018

Mount Michael Benedictine keeps all those in memoriam and honor in our prayers.
In Memory of Donald Beeghly
Tom and Judy Rine

In Memory of Dr. Fred Hunker ‘65
James and Melissa Miller

In Honor of Class of 2012
Graham Jewell ‘12

In Memory of Eileen Johnson
Kevin and Linda Hitzemann

In Honor of Joseph Fassero
Eric and Emily Coldiron

In Memory of Al Kmiecik
Br. Jerome Kmiecik, O.S.B.

In Memory of Patricia Gradoville
Br. Jerome Kmiecik, O.S.B.

In Memory of Helen Kmiecik
Br. Jerome Kmiecik, O.S.B.

In Memory of Charles Grady
Nance Grady
Denis Walsh
Laura Liebentritt
Michael and Megan Timmerman
Kevin ’99 and Sarah Moline
LJ Vorrath
Carla Arens
Le Roy and Sue Maly
Leon and Marilyn DeJong
Edwin and Lois Lefebvre
Larry and Mary Roh
Bill ’62 and Michelle Heller
Raymond Vondrak
Donald and Rita Peters
Judith Santiago
Chris and Jill Rogers
Lynn Mclaughlin
Dennis and Ellin Murphy
Alfred and Patricia Menghini
Lance and Rachel Reeder
Mary Ellis
Luke Hanke
Boyd and Kathleen West
John and Marianne McCandless
Rose Wilson
JJ and Mary Kay McQuillan
Kathleen Delaney
Green Wings Lawn & Landscape
Charles and Carolyn Ahern
Francis and Joan Ryan

In Memory of Nathaniel S. LaFave
Michael and Beth Norris

In Memory of Bernard Hallett
Marilyn Hallett
In Memory of Georgia Hughes
Heidi Snyder

In Memory of Michael Peters
Marilyn Grady
In Memory of Albin Sindelar
Rodney and Carol Gustafson
John and Deb Gustafson
In Memory of Fr. Richard Thell, O.S.B.
Mark and Patrice Kruger
John and Deb Gustafson
Michael and Beth Norris
Miles and Lynn deMayo
Shirley Andrews
Beverly Anzalone
Denis Walsh
Rita Wolfe
Curtis and Robin Boeck
Irene Hunt
Barbara Gard
Andrew Walsh
Bernard and Rose Wilson
Mary Cormier
John ’89 and Deborah Healey
Helen Gloeb
Thedora Lund
Jerald and Mary Hendrickson
Drahota Dental Associates
John and Therese Wolters
David ’83 and Sam Hohman
Dee Qualset
Theodore ’03 and Laura Paasch
David ’69 and Linda Hahn
Frank and Pat Dowd
Bev Campbell
Jerald and Delana Rauterkus
Steven ’80 and Barbara Murray
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Richard and Patricia Garrigan
Robert and Elizabeth Knapp
Daniel ’81 and Beth Wells
Douglas and Mary Durrie
Kenneth and Marilyn Dustin
Christopher and Marsha Kalkowski
Nicholas ’96 and Erin Wessling
Gary and Laura Dugik
Scott and Estelle Nigro
Karen Ridder
Lloyd and Regina Worthington
Tim and Jill Kielty
Harley and Ann Swanson
Troy and Lisa Hottovy
Michael ’64 and Elizabeth Witt
Guy and Bridget Rapoza
Daniel Hassing ‘02
Ruth Karr
Don Peers
David Spenner ‘63
Bill and Betty McEvoy
Donald and Judith Eades
Robert and Lisa Goldsmith
Nance Grady
Dan Bouska
Dennis and Jeannine Nauss
Louis and Jacqueline Sojka
Timothy and Sara Kenny
Judith Santiago
Patricia Schaefer
Margaret Tigges
Myron and Arlene Mayberger
Paul and Barbara Jansen
Robert and Ann Pick
Richard and Jacqueline Kmiecik
Barb Marchese
Kim Volpone
Dr. David and Nancy Peters
Michael and Michelle Morrison
Frank and Jane Dwornicki
In Memory of Marian Walsh
Brit and Sharon Carleton
In Memory of Peggy Welsh
Edward Welsh
With the best of intentions we strive to provide accurate
lists. Please contact the Mount Michael development
office with questions at any time. Phone: (402) 253-0964 or
development@mountmichael.org
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